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Abstract: The virological synapse (VS) is a tight adhesive junction between an  
HIV-infected cell and an uninfected target cell, across which virus can be efficiently 
transferred from cell to cell in the absence of cell-cell fusion. The VS has been 
postulated to resemble, in its morphology, the well-studied immunological synapse (IS). 
This review article discusses the structural similarities between IS and VS and the 
shared T cell receptor (TCR) signaling components that are found in the VS. However, 
the IS and the VS display distinct kinetics in disassembly and intracellular signaling 
events, possibly leading to different biological outcomes. Hence, HIV-1 exploits 
molecular components of IS and TCR signaling machinery to trigger unique changes in 
cellular morphology, migration, and activation that facilitate its transmission and  
cell-to-cell spread. 
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1. Introduction  

Many viruses, including HIV-1, HTLV-1 and herpes viruses, disseminate to target cells much more 
effectively by cell-to-cell transmission as compared to cell-free virion transmission [1-5]. Cell-to-cell 
transmission has been observed to occur in an infectious or virological synapse (VS), where a tight 
cleft between an infected cell and a target cell is formed as a result of firmly adhering plasma 
membranes of the two apposing cells. The HIV-1 VS was first described for virus transmission from a 
dendritic cell to a T cell [6], but later on was also reported to form between infected T cells and target 
CD4 T cells [2]. Recently, formation of polysynapses between a single infected T cell and multiple 
target CD4 T cells has been described [7]. Such structures may be formed in secondary lymphoid 
tissues where a single infected cell may encounter many potential target cells simultaneously. 
Different types of HIV-1 VSs may be formed between virus-bearing dendritic cells or macrophages 
and target CD4 T cells  [8-11] and between infected cells and epithelial cells [12-13]. However, little 
is currently known about the structural and molecular details of these VSs. In addition, other modes of 
HIV-1 cell-to-cell virus transmission involving nanotubes have also been observed [14], albeit less 
frequently [7]. 

This article will review the data on the HIV-1 VS formed between an infected CD4 T cell and a 
target CD4 T cell. The morphology of such VS has been postulated to mimic the immunological 
synapse (IS), which is formed when a T cell, via its TCR, recognizes the cognate peptide-MHC 
(pMHC) complex on an antigen-presenting cell (APC) [15]. IS formation is preceded by a stop signal 
that arrests cell migration and allows the two cells to interact and communicate efficiently in the busy 
cellular milieu [16]. This cell-cell communication subsequently leads to T cell activation and the 
induction of the T cell functions. Unlike IS, the VS formation does not necessarily involve TCR 
recognition of pMHC complexes; rather, its initial trigger is the binding of HIV-1 envelope 
glycoprotein gp120 (on the infected cell) to the target CD4 T cell [17-18]. The HIV-1 gp120 is  
non-covalently bound to gp41 to form heterotrimeric complexes on the surface of virions and infected 
cells. The gp120 subunit mediates virus interaction with the target cell by first binding to CD4 and 
then to the chemokine receptors (CKRs) CCR5 or CXCR4. The gp41 subunit contains the 
transmembrane anchor, the trimerization domain and the fusion peptide that enables virus fusion with 
the cell membrane and its entry into the target cell. After binding to CD4, gp120 undergoes 
conformational changes that enable it to bind the CKRs; this causes conformational changes in gp41, 
which expose the fusion peptide and thus initiate the fusion and entry of the virus into the target cell. 
Notably, HIV-1 VS formation is triggered by gp120 binding to CD4 and does not require the CKR 
engagement, although the gp120-CKR interactions are key for activating the gp41 subunit and for the 
subsequent fusion and entry processes [3,17-18]. In this article, we will discuss mainly the early 
cellular and biochemical events triggered by VS in the target CD4 T cells prior to virus entry. Recent 
reviews on virus assembly, trafficking, and budding in the infected cells are published  
elsewhere [19-21]. 

It is important to note that in addition to gp120 and its receptors, other membrane proteins, 
particularly the adhesion molecule LFA-1 and its ligands, the ICAM family, play a significant role in 
virus-cell interaction. These molecules are expressed on HIV-infected cells, target cells and the virus 
particles themselves [22-27]. Although these molecules are not absolutely required for HIV-1 
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infection, their presence significantly potentiates virus infectivity, cell-to-cell spread, and syncytium 
formation. ICAM-1 expression was often upregulated on primary T cells and lymphoid tissues infected 
with HIV-1 [27-28], leading to generation of HIV-1 virions with high levels of ICAM-1 on the 
envelope. Higher levels of ICAM-1 on virus particles correlated with enhanced virus infectivity and 
resistance to antibody-mediated neutralization [25-26, 29-30]. On the target cell side, LFA-1 
expression promotes HIV-1 infection, replication and cell-to-cell transmission [23,31-32]. Regulation 
of LFA-1 activity through cytoskeleton remodeling and signaling components like PLCγ and ZAP70 
also modulates the efficiency of HIV-1 entry into activated target T cell [32]. Notably, these adhesion 
molecules are found to be specifically recruited to and thus enriched within HIV-1 VS [2,33]. Since 
LFA-1-ICAM-1 interaction is known to be an integral component of the IS, the above observations 
lend support to the postulate that HIV-1 takes advantage of the structural apparatus of IS and forms 
unique synapses to enable its optimal cell-to-cell spread. In this review, we will highlight structural 
and functional similarities and differences between the HIV-1 VS and the IS, and how the specific 
features of the HIV-1 VS may be beneficial for virus dissemination. 

2. Supramolecular structures of IS versus VS 

Upon TCR engagement of a specific pMHC complex on an APC, a stop signal is triggered to arrest 
the highly migratory T cells onto a particular APC [16,34]. The migration arrest is followed by IS 
assembly, which is initiated by the formation of TCR/pMHC microclusters (MCs) in the periphery of 
T cell-APC contact area [35-38]. These MCs are then actively propelled in an actin-dependent manner 
to coalesce into the center of the contact area. Within 10 minutes, a mature IS is assembled and 
displays distinct areas known as supramolecular activation complexes (SMACs). The TCR/pMHC 
MCs coalescing at the center form the central SMAC (cSMAC), which is surrounded by a ring of 
LFA-1/ICAM-1 interactions known as the peripheral SMAC (pSMAC) (Figure 1A). The distal SMAC 
(dSMAC) surrounds the pSMAC and is enriched in CD45 and dynamic F-actin [39-41]. Other 
molecules also segregate into these SMACs; for examples, PKCθ clusters at the cSMAC in a  
CD28-dependent manner and talin is associated with the pSMAC through its interaction with  
LFA-1 [42-44]. As expected, CD4 can be found in the TCR/pMHC MCs and coalesces to the cSMAC, 
but soon thereafter it moves to the pSMAC [45]. It is also worth noting that CCR5 and CXCR4 are 
recruited to the IS interface, while CCR7 is not [46]. The exact mechanisms that regulate the 
segregation of various molecules into the distinct SMACs are not fully understood and remain a topic 
of active research. A current model for molecular segregation in the IS is size-dependent 
segregation [47]: the interacting TCR-pMHC molecules (spanning ~13 nm) segregate from  
LFA-1-ICAM-1 interactions (spanning ~30 nm) in order to optimize 2D affinity and active 
cytoskeletal transport move the distinct MCs into the respective SMACs [48]. By contrast, the distance 
spanned by the gp120-CD4 interaction can potentially reach up to 24-28 nm [49-50], which is similar 
to an extended LFA-1 molecule. Yet, as CD4 may partially lie along the membrane, the actual span of 
the gp120-CD4 complex may be closer in size to the TCR-pMHC interaction. Therefore, it is not 
immediately apparent that size differences alone would drive segregation of the CD4-gp120 complex 
from LFA-1-ICAM-1 [17,51]. A recent study further shows that the formation of the cSMAC also 
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requires the action of TSG101 through recognition of ubiquitinated proteins [52], and interestingly this 
ESCRT-1 component also plays a key role in HIV-1 budding process [53-56]. 

Regardless of the mechanisms by which SMACs form, LFA-1 engagement of ICAM-1 is essential 
for IS formation both in vitro and in vivo. These molecules tether the opposing T cell and APC 
membranes within tens of nanometers, facilitating TCR-pMHC interactions. The symmetrical adhesion 
molecules ring, in particular, is essential for stopping locomotion while the dynamic  
actin-rich dSMAC is critical for sensitive antigen recognition [16,57-59]. The pSMAC also provides 
positional stability, which enhances T cell sensitivity to antigen as much as 100-fold [60]. Therefore, 
the molecular segregation in the IS is believed to allow T cells to integrate signaling efficiently [61]. 
Moreover, the IS allows directional transfer of signals or molecules between two distinct cells in the 
absence of cell-cell fusion [62]. The cSMAC is the delivery site of lytic granules in CD8 T cells [63] 
and cytokines in CD4 T cells [35] as well as the site for signaling termination, membrane recycling 
and TCR elimination [48,52]. 

Electron microscopy studies have revealed that budding virions and mature virus particles are 
concentrated in the synaptic cleft between HIV-infected cells and target CD4 T cells [7,64]. Budding 
viral crescents have also been also observed at the VS to protrude from the infected cell and directly 
contact the target cell membrane in the absence of mature virions [3]. The assembly and structural 
components of such VS have been studied in our laboratories using the planar bilayer system that 
mimics the infected cell membrane [17,51]. High-resolution microscopy of live CD4 T cells 
interacting with gp120 and ICAM-1 containing bilayers demonstrated that the VS is initiated by 
formation of gp120 MCs that coalesce to form a cSMAC-like structure [51], similar to the TCR MCs 
observed during IS assembly [36,37] (Table 1). The gp120 cSMAC is segregated from LFA-1-ICAM-
1 interactions, which form an adhesive ring resembling the IS pSMAC (Figure 1B). This VS 
morphology is highly reminiscent of that of the mature IS (Figure 1A).  

Figure 1. Morphological structures of IS versus HIV VS. (a) Mature IS is composed of a 
TCR-rich cSMAC and an adhesive pSMAC ring. (b) HIV VS displays a similar cSMAC 
and pSMAC segregation as observed in the IS, but the VS cSMAC is enriched with the 
virus envelope gp120. 
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While the IS morphological structures have been confirmed by different labs studying T cell 
interactions with APCs or planar bilayers, the VS morphology and the exact localization of the 
different viral proteins in the VS SMAC structures remain controversial. The structural similarities of 
VS to IS in regard to LFA-1-ICAM-1 enrichment have been observed in cell-cell system [2,33] and 
confirmed with the planar bilayers system [17,51]. A recent study utilizing the cell-cell conjugate 
system further notes an accumulation of the abundant internal viral protein Gag into a button-like 
cluster in the VS center [3], reminiscent of the gp120 cSMAC. In contrast, Rudnicka et al.  [7] have 
reported that Gag proteins may also aggregate in a ring-like structure, at least in a fraction of cell-cell 
conjugates analyzed. Yet, the precise localization and relative movement of HIV-1 Env as compared to 
Gag during VS formation remain unclear. Considerably lower levels of surface Env expression on 
infected cells and virus particles pose a technical obstacle for defining Env distribution with high 
resolution within the VS in the cell-cell conjugate system. The highly dynamic and transient nature of 
VS (described in the section below) also creates an additional challenge for capturing the full picture 
of molecular rearrangements taking place in such a synapse. Furthermore, HIV-1 VS is known to be 
enriched with other cellular proteins, such as ICAM-2 and ICAM-3 (both are also LFA-1 ligands) [33], 
tetraspanins [65], the lipid raft marker GM-1 [66] and the integrin α4β7 [67], but the temporal and 
spatial organization of these proteins during VS formation is not at all known. The biological 
importance of viral and cellular proteins at the HIV-1 VS needs to be better understood. Taking clues 
from its counterpart in the IS, the symmetrical LFA-1-ICAM-1 ring may mediate at least two 
functions: first, stopping cell migration and allowing fairly stable interactions between infected cells 
and target cells, and second, forming adhesive gasket that not only amasses virus particles produced by 
the infected cells into the synaptic cleft, but may also conceal the virus from the immune system 
during transfer to the target cell. Recent electron tomographic images of the HIV-1 VS demonstrate the 
presence of discrete adhesive regions that may be stabilized by integrins; however, this same study 
challenges the idea of the VS as a strategy for immune evasion since the VS appears to be permeable 
to anti-HIV antibodies and gp120-CKR blockers [64]. 

The initial formation of VS is induced by gp120-CD4 interaction, without involvement of CKRs. 
Therefore, only antibodies blocking gp120-CD4 binding prevent VS assembly, while antibodies and 
small antagonists interfering with gp120-CKR binding have no effect [17-18]. However, enrichment of 
specific CKRs at HIV VS has been demonstrated [2], although its precise distribution relative to other 
VS components is not known. Once the VS is formed, CKRs are required for the fusion process, but 
this can occur later after virus transfer across the synaptic cleft and even after VS is disassembled. 

It is also evident that, unlike IS, VS can be formed in the absence of specific TCR-pMHC 
engagement (Table 1), although certain CD3 subunits have been shown to associate with VS and co-
localize with gp120 in the VS cSMAC [2,51]. Weak recruitment of αβTCR and CD3ε was seen in the 
VS cSMAC and pSMAC, respectively, while the CD3ζ subunit was strongly phosphorylated and  
co-localized with gp120 in the VS cSMAC [51]. The mechanism for CD3ζ activation at VS in the 
absence of TCR-pMHC engagement is not fully understood. Yet, CD4-associated Lck was activated 
and localized to the VS cSMAC [51], thus Lck might phosphorylate components of the TCR-CD3 
complex, which could be associated with CD4 at the VS. The biological contribution of CD3ζ 
activation to VS formation and virus infection are still unclear, although it is most likely responsible 
for the propagation of downstream signaling events observed at the VS [51] and will be discussed 
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later. In the signaling cascade induced at the IS, activated Lck initiates signaling by phosphorylating 
the ITAMs on the CD3 chains and from there signaling propagates downstream (reviewed in [68]). 
Another intriguing question is how VS and IS may be formed when CD4 T cells encounter  
HIV-infected cells that also present the cognate pMHC complex. This is especially relevant as human 
CD4 T cells express MHC class II [69-70]. Arhel et al. [71] have shown that HIV infection does not 
disrupt IS formation between infected CD4 T cells and primary APCs and does not affect Lck 
recruitment to the IS. However, other studies claimed that HIV infection impairs IS formation, Lck 
recruitment and actin remodeling, and these effects were attributed to Nef [72-74]. Nevertheless, the 
type of synapse assembled between infected APCs and antigen-specific target CD4 T cells may be 
most pertinent for understanding HIV transmission and pathogenesis as virus-specific CD4 T cells and 
memory CD4 T cells in general have been shown to be the predominant cell populations targeted by 
the virus [75-78]. 

3. Structural stability of IS versus VS 

Prior to antigenic exposure, the majority of T cells in the lymph nodes are highly motile, this 
motility is a key feature of T cells as it allows them to survey large areas in secondary lymphoid 
organs and increases the opportunity to encounter APCs. Upon TCR recognition of a specific pMHC 
on an APC, stable T cell-APC contact, which lasts for many hours, are established. These long-lived 
contacts have been observed in vivo using two-photon laser scanning microscopy under different 
experimental conditions with both CD4 and CD8 T cells (reviewed in [79]), and correspond with the 
formation of long-lasting mature IS seen when T cells interact with their cognate pMHC complexes 
presented on planar bilayers [17,80]. Indeed, the stable T cell-APC contacts have been shown to 
depend on LFA-1-ICAM-1 interactions [81], which create the adhesive pSMAC responsible for 
stopping T cell migration. 

Although more transient T cell-APC contacts have been seen and are sufficient to initiate T cell 
activation, the long-lasting IS is essential for achieving full T cell differentiation and functions [79,81]. 
When the IS is maintained for many hours, T cells continue to receive activation signals, the 
integration of which may be responsible for determining differentiation pathways [82]. Comparative 
analyses of cytolytic CD4 and CD8 T cells also provided evidence that the stability of the cytolytic 
CD8 and CD4 IS correlated with their killing activity. The potently cytolytic CD8 T cells formed 
stable IS while the CD4 T cells, with weaker cytolytic activity, readily broke IS [83]. 

In comparison to IS, the HIV-1 VS formed on planar bilayers is relatively short-lived (Table 1). 
After VS is created by CD4 T cells on bilayers bearing HIV-1 gp120 and ICAM-1, the cells break the 
symmetrical LFA-1-ICAM-1 ring and resume migration. An average VS duration of 20-30 min was 
observed in the study [17]. By contrast, with the cell-cell system one study showed the mean life-time 
of the VS to be 60 min with a minimum duration of 10 min [64], while in another report the VS was 
observed to last between a few hours and up to 50 hours [3] (Table 1), although the cells were not 
studied under experimental conditions that allow cellular migration. When conjugates between 
uninfected CD4 T cells and HIV-1-infected monocyte-derived macrophages were evaluated, transient 
contacts were also noted as CD4 T cells detached soon after receiving the virus, but the contact 
duration was not quantified [11]. Nonetheless, HIV-1 antigen and receptor clustering, which marks the 
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VS formation at the infected T cell-target T cell interface, was observed to peak within one hour and 
virus transfer was completed in three hours [2,18], indicating that fast and efficient virus transfer is not 
likely to require a long-lasting VS. Indeed, one may argue that the transient nature of VS would be 
beneficial for viral spread within lymphoid tissues; if the short VS duration is sufficient to allow virus 
transfer, the rapid detachment of the newly infected cells will promote their dispersion to other tissue 
sites. The newly infected T cells will subsequently express gp120, which in turn will arrest the 
migration of new target CD4 T cells, induce VS formation and continue virus propagation. The rate of 
virus spread can be further enhanced by the capacity of infected CD4 T cells to form VSs with 
multiple target cells either sequentially or simultaneously as recently reported [7]. 

The regulatory mechanisms that control VS dynamics and disassembly are yet to be determined. VS 
assembly and the preceding cell migration arrest are initiated within minutes upon gp120-CD4 
interaction and without CKR involvement [17-18]. CKR recruitment has been shown to be relatively 
slow, with a lag phase of ~30 min and a half-life of at least one hour [84], suggesting that CKR 
engagement at the VS is likely to occur after the virus is transferred to and docks onto CD4 on the 
target cells. At 30 min, the target CD4 T cells bearing the virus have started to detach and resume 
migration [17]. In the IS, the migration phase is driven by PKCθ [59], but PKCθ is not recruited to the 
VS (see below for further discussion). One potential trigger for VS disassembly may be the  
gp120-CKR interaction. HIV gp120 may mimic the chemokine ligands, as gp120 interaction with the 
CKR, independent of CD4, has been reported to cause chemotaxis that attracts or repels CD4 and CD8 
T cells [85-87]. Consistent with this idea, CD4 T cell migration arrest induced by gp120, unlike the 
TCR-induced arrest, can be overcome by an SDF-1α chemokine gradient [17]. This suggests that T 
cell migration can resume when gp120 engages CKR. The relatively short VS duration and the delayed 
CKR involvement may also play a role in impeding syncytia formation, as syncytia are not a typical 
outcome of VS formation. The other cellular components specifically recruited to VS are likely to 
contribute, as well. For example, tetraspanins (CD9, CD63, CD81, and CD82) that are known to 
regulate cellular fusion are enriched at VS [65] and have been shown to influence HIV cell-cell 
transmission, but not cell-free virions infectivity [88-89]. Furthermore, high expression levels of 
tetraspanins were shown to suppress syncytium formation in a gag-dependent manner [89]. Lastly, the 
short duration of the VS implies that a complete T cell activation is not induced in the VS, as is in the 
IS, and this topic will be discussed in the following section. 

4. T cell activation induced by IS versus VS 

The formation of stable long-lived IS is crucial for generation of fully functional T cells at multiple 
stage of an immune response. Upon TCR engagement, a series of signaling events is triggered 
(reviewed in [68]), starting with activation of the Src kinases - Lck and Fyn, which in turn 
phosphorylate ITAMs on the CD3 chains (Figure 2). The phosphorylated ITAMs serve as a docking 
site for the Syk family kinase ZAP70, which phosphorylates LAT and SLP-76. LAT and SLP-76 are 
the basis for a larger multi-protein complex that propagates the signals downstream. The activation of 
SLP-76 promotes recruitment of Vav (a guanine nucleotide exchange factor), the adaptor proteins 
NCK, Grb2, and GADS, and an inducible T cell kinase (Itk). Itk subsequently phosphorylates 
phospholipase C γ1 (PLCγ1), which causes the hydrolysis of phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate 
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(PIP2) to produce the second messengers diacylglycerol (DAG) and inositol trisphosphate (IP3). DAG 
activates PKCθ and the MAPK/Erk pathways leading to transcription factor NF-κB activation. IP3 
triggers Ca2+ influx and the Ca2+-associated calmodulin activates the phosphatase calcineurin to induce 
IL-2 gene transcription via the transcription factor NFAT. 

The TCR-triggered signals are incorporated with signals to and from additional receptors, including 
LFA-1 (reviewed in [90]). For example, one outcome of TCR-induced signaling is LFA-1 activation 
via “inside-out” signaling. In addition, LFA-1 clustering after ligand binding also initiates “outside-in” 
signals that are transduced into cells via different kinases. These various activation signals are further 
linked to actin polymerization and other cytoskeleton rearrangements at the interface of the IS. The 
relationships between the cytoskeleton and signaling will be discussed later. 

Figure 2. Membrane proximal intracellular signals at the IS versus the HIV VS. The 
interaction of TCR with its cognate pMHC complex triggers intracellular signaling events 
that lead to full T cell activation. The TCR proximal signals known to be activated at the 
IS are shown in the left diagram. Upon TCR engagement, Lck is activated and 
phosphorylates the TCR ITAMs. ZAP-70 is then recruited to the TCR ITAMs and 
phosphorylates LAT and SLP76. SLP76 subsequently recruits PLCγ-1 and other signaling 
molecules including Itk, Grb2, GADS, Nck and Vav. PLCγ-1 cleaves PIP2 to IP3 and 
DAG; IP3 triggers calcium influx while DAG activates PKCθ and the MAPK/Erk 
pathway. The signaling propagates downwards to activate transcriptions factors that alter 
gene transcription such as NF-κB and NFAT. The interaction of CD4 T cells with HIV-1 
gp120 also triggers activation of some components of the TCR signaling machinery. The 
membrane proximal signals currently known to be activated at the VS in the planar bilayer 
experiments are shown in the right diagram. 

 
 

Considering the importance of long-lived IS, one surprising aspect of the spatiotemporal 
coordination of T cell activation is that in the mature IS, the cSMAC contains relatively low levels of 
active signaling [37]. Instead, active Lck, ZAP70, LAT, SLP-76, and Grb2 are strongly associated with 
the TCR MCs, which are generated in the periphery of the IS [36,38]. Another notable feature is that 
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the TCR proximal signaling at an individual MC is remarkably brief, as the active signals are 
significantly reduced in two-to-three min during the time the MCs fuse into the cSMAC [37]. CD45, a 
phosphatase that downregulates Lck, was detected at higher levels in the cSMAC as compared to TCR 
MCs. Moreover, lyso-bis-phosphatidic acid (LBPA), a marker for multivesicular body (MVB) 
formation and degradation, was found at the cSMAC [37]. Taken together, this study suggests that the 
cSMAC is actually the termination site of TCR proximal signaling and TCR degradation. In a more 
recent study, it was shown that the cSMAC is divided into two structures: a TCR-rich center and an 
annular ring that contains CD28, its ligand CD80 and PKCθ [91]. This annular ring has been shown to 
be important for maintaining the co-stimulatory signals provided by CD28-CD80 interaction. 

Since HIV-1 VS and IS share similar morphologies and many common structural components, one 
may postulate that T cell activation is one important biological consequence of the HIV-1 VS. HIV-1 
replication in the host CD4 T cells is tightly tied to the T cell activation state, and thus the virus may 
exploit this activation mechanism to promote its replication. The activation of the target CD4 T cells, 
which newly acquire the virus via VS, is particularly of interest as it has a profound impact on the 
capacity of these newly infected cells to support virus replication. Completely quiescent CD4 T cells at 
G0/1a phase are refractory to infection, due to the slow kinetics of the early steps of the virus replication 
including the inefficient reverse transcription [92], but suboptimal activation that moves the cells into 
the G1b phase can be sufficient to render the cells susceptible to infection [93]. A number of studies 
have shown that gp120 can activate different signaling pathways [94-96] and trigger virus replication 
in HIV+ PBMCs without stimulating cellular proliferation and conventional activation  
markers [96-97]. R5 and X4 gp120 can induce the phosphorylation of CCR5 [98-99] and lead to Pyk2 
activation [100]. R5 gp120 binding to CD4 on T cells also induces phosphorylation of Lck, ZAP70, 
Pyk2, paxilin and focal adhesion kinase (FAK) [98]. Even low concentrations of R5 and X4 envelope 
proteins and HIV-1 virions have been reported to induce Ca2+ influx in resting CD4 T cells [101]. 
Furthermore, gp120 interaction with resting CD4 T cells stimulates nuclear translocation of NFAT, 
which may promote virus infection in the cells that otherwise poorly support virus replication [94]. 
Lastly, gp120 has been shown to activate LFA-1 when engaging the α4β7 integrin [67]. By contrast, 
gp120 has been shown to cause caspase-3 and caspase-6 activation that can trigger pro-apoptotic 
signals and lead to cell death [102]. Further studies are needed to fully comprehend the regulatory 
balance that determines how and when gp120-induced signaling either benefit virus early replication 
events [95-97] or lead to target cell apoptosis [103-108]. 

Our recent study utilizing gp120 and ICAM-1 presenting planar bilayers and high resolution 
microscopy has evaluated TCR proximal signaling triggered in the target CD4 T cells in the VS [51]. 
The data showed that CD4 T cell interaction with gp120 and ICAM-1 induces phosphorylation of 
many components of the TCR signaling machinery including Lck, CD3ζ, ZAP70, LAT, SLP-76, Itk, 
and PLCγ. Yet, there was neither PKCθ recruitment nor induction of Ca2+ influx; the absence of these 
hallmarks of T cell activation indicates that the full T cell activation is not achieved in the VS.  
Figure 2 displays the activation of TCR proximal signaling detected at IS versus VS in the planar 
bilayer system. It is also important to note that ICAM-1 alone does not induce any TCR proximal 
signals, but gp120 alone is sufficient to activate some proximal TCR signals [109]. The contribution of 
gp120 binding to CD4 versus CKR is still unclear and needs further investigation. 
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Comparison of gp120-induced versus TCR-induced signals further demonstrates significant 
similarities and differences between the two synapses (Table 1). Lck-mediated signaling is initiated in 
gp120 MCs within five min, like that observed in TCR MCs, yet Lck activation lasts longer and is 
retained in the VS c-SMAC [51]. The VS cSMAC, unlike the IS cSMAC, is associated with activated 
signaling molecules. In fact, these active signals are still detected and found to co-localize with  
gp120-CD4 clusters after the VS disassembles and the cells resume migration. The spatiotemporal 
differences of the membrane proximal activation signals in the IS and VS are depicted 
diagrammatically in Figure 3. Nevertheless, further studies will need to determine whether the same 
signaling patterns are observed in VS formed in the cell-cell system. Virus-infected cells and virions 
themselves have a large array of other cell surface molecules, including MHC class I and class II, 
CD28, CD44, CD152, CD80, and CD86, all of which can interact with their ligands on the target CD4 
T cells and influence positively or negatively the signaling induced in the VS. For example, when 
CD80 was added to the bilayer along with gp120 and ICAM-1, there was no change in the percentage 
of cells forming VS, but the levels of active Lck was increased and the levels of C-terminally 
phosphorylated Lck decreased [109]. Other potential players affecting activation signals via receptor 
cross-talks at VS are α4β7 [67] and CKRs beyond CCR5 and CXCR4 [110]. Moreover, additional 
studies are needed to discern the biologic significance of the durable signal transduction triggered in 
the CD4 T cells upon VS formation especially in terms of their effects on the CD4 T cells and on the 
virus. The current data provide evidence for the activation of proximal T cell signaling but not full T 
cell activation in the VS. Taken together, it is possible that HIV-1 VS instigates TCR proximal 
signaling events that partially activate the T cells to promote reverse transcription, integration or other 
steps in virus replication. At the same time these partial T cell activation signals may also cause 
aberrations in CD4 T cell functions, which are commonly linked with HIV infection. 

5. Cytoskeleton dynamics in IS versus VS 

IS assembly is tightly linked to the cytoskeleton dynamics. One component of the cytoskeleton is 
microtubules, which is pivotal for migration, directed vesicle secretion and structural support 
(reviewed in [111]). Within seconds after TCR stimulation, the microtubule-organizing center 
(MTOC) in the T cell polarizes to the IS interface [112-113]. This polarization is important for the 
trafficking and directed secretion of cytolytic granules and cytokines at the synapse [113-114]. At  
the VS, the MTOC polarizes toward the synaptic cell-cell contact area within the infected cell, but  
not within the target T cell. This pattern is consistently observed in HIV-1 VS and  
HTLV-1 VS [7,51,115-116]. In the target cell side, the absence of MTOC polarization is another 
indicator of the incomplete T cell activation induced in the VS. Quann et al. showed that localized 
DAG at the IS drives MTOC reorientation [117], but since PLCγ activation at the VS does not result in 
Ca2+ influx and PKCθ was also not recruited [51], there may not be enough DAG generated to drive 
MTOC polarization in the VS.  

In addition to MTOC polarization, polymerization of filamentous (F)-actin marks a productive T 
cell activation [111]. The actin cytoskeleton also regulates the formation and stability of the IS. The 
TCR MCs formed at the IS periphery are associated with F-actin and the MC assembly and centripetal 
movement to the cSMAC are actin-dependent [36]. But once TCR MCs are formed, their stability is 
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independent of actin. Interestingly, the cSMAC is relatively depleted of cortical actin compared to the 
dSMAC and pSMAC and an actin-polymerization inhibitor does not affect its integrity. The pSMAC, 
on the other hand, is enriched with F-actin (Figure 3), and this differential actin localization helps in 
shaping and maintaining the mature IS symmetry [63,118,119]. In addition, the actin cytoskeleton 
contributes to the maintenance of signaling complexes at the IS [120]; intact actin polymerization is 
critical for T cell signaling as its inhibition causes a rapid loss of Ca2+ influx  [37]. 

Figure 3. Diagrammatic illustrations of IS and VS at the early and later stage of the 
synapse assembly as observed in the planar bilayer system. The IS formation is initiated by 
TCR MCs that are associated with active signaling molecules such as Lck, ZAP70, LAT 
and SLP76 (top left). Within 2-3 minutes, TCR MCs converge to form the IS cSMAC, and 
active signaling is terminated. Active signaling, however, is sustained in the IS within the 
TCR MCs that are continually being formed at the periphery (bottom left). The VS is 
assembled from gp120 MCs that are also associated with active Lck (top right). However, 
in the VS, active signaling persists even after gp120 MCs converge to the cSMAC (bottom 
right). In both IS and VS, LFA-1-ICAM-1 interaction segregates to the pSMAC that 
surrounds the cSMAC, forming the hallmark bull’s eye structure. The actin cytoskeleton 
also rearranges to form an F-actin-depleted cSMAC in both synapses. 

 
 
In parallel to IS, the HIV-1 VS formation also involves actin polymerization. Inhibition of actin 

polymerization prevents conjugate formation between virus-infected cells and target cells [2] and 
blocks gp120 MCs formation observed in the planar bilayer experiments [51]. However, in contrast to 
the TCR MCs, gp120 MCs stability depends on actin (Table 1). Yet, just like in the IS cSMAC, an 
actin-depleted zone is created in the VS cSMAC (Figure 3) [51]. The differential pattern of actin 
polymerization observed at the VS may explain the paradoxical roles of actin in HIV-1 infection. Actin 
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polymerization is induced by gp120-CD4 interaction and is required for CD4 and CKR 
recruitment [121-122]. In line with this finding, HIV-1 entry is inhibited when actin polymerization is 
blocked [123]. Once fusion and viral entry occurs, however, polymerized actin appears to pose a 
physical barrier for the virus, reducing virus infectivity at the post-entry stage [124,125]. The exact 
nature by which the actin inhibits infection still needs to be elucidated; but it does not seem to be a 
simple steric interference for the nuclear transport of the preintegration complex, as the spacing 
between the actin meshwork is larger than the size of the virus core [126]. One way the virus can 
overcome the actin barrier is by activating cofilin, an actin-severing factor. Gp120-CXCR4 interaction 
in resting T cells has been shown to activate cofilin and consequently facilitates viral nuclear 
integration and replication [125]. Nevertheless, for the most commonly circulating CCR5-tropic 
viruses, other pathways regulating the actin dynamics are likely involved and are yet to be discovered. 

While the presence of an actin-depleted zone beneath the cSMAC is commonly noted in both VS 
and IS, the functions of this zone are unknown. Based on the functional consequences of actin 
dynamics on HIV entry and post-entry replication events discussed above, it can be hypothesized that 
the actin-free VS cSMAC can provide an ideal entry route for the virus. Therefore, HIV may have 
evolved to exploit to the VS by inducing partial T cell activation that results in actin clearance from 
the VS cSMAC. The underlying signaling events that trigger an actin-depleted cSMAC in both IS and 
VS are not fully understood. Lck signaling has been found to be necessary for the clearance of actin at 
the VS cSMAC [51], but the exact mechanism is not known. Further studies will also need to provide 
evidence for cofilin activation and recruitment in the VS, and for the signaling events linking Lck to 
cofilin. Of note, cofilin is known to play a role in F-actin dynamics at the periphery of IS [59], and 
may also contribute to the generation of actin-free zone in the cSMACs of IS [119] and VS. In 
addition, the ezrin, radixin, moesin (ERM) actin-binding proteins have been shown to be activated by 
HIV-1 gp120 and promote actin polymerization [121]. The activation of these cytoskeletal proteins 
facilitates the early steps of virus infection, but their involvement in the VS formation has not been 
evaluated. The ERM proteins are cleared from the IS interface to facilitate signaling [39]; hence, as 
Liu et al. suggested [126], it would be of interest to observe if the ERM proteins are activated and 
recruited to the VS. A better understanding of the similarities and differences between IS and VS may 
lead us toward new targets for prophylactic and therapeutic drugs against the virus. 

A number of studies have reported that endocytosis may be one prominent route for HIV entry into 
its target cells [127-129] and this mode of virus entry was suggested to take place in the VS [3]. The 
lateral sorting of TCR into the cSMAC is mediated by endosomal sorting complexes required for 
transport (ESCRT) component TSG101 [52], which also plays a role in the viral budding 
machinery [53-56]. Furthermore, bidirectional membrane trafficking has been demonstrated in the 
activating natural killer cell synapse [130]. An intriguing question is whether the VS cSMAC, like its 
IS counterpart, is also enriched with proteins important for endocytosis, and if this structure is 
important for HIV-1 endocytosis. However, HIV-1 entry at the VS cSMAC, either via endocytosis or 
by direct fusion, is yet to be shown, and such data will provide the raison d’êtres for the HIV-1 VS. 
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Table 1. Similarities and differences of IS and HIV VS. 

 Immunological Synapse Virological Synapse 
Initial trigger TCR-pMHC gp120-CD4 

 

Adhesion molecules involved LFA-1-ICAM-1 LFA-1-ICAM-1,2 & 3 
Synaptic structure 

Nascent 
 
 

 
MCs: TCR and LFA-1 
(LFA-1 essential) 
 

 
MCs: GP120 and LFA-1 
(LFA-1 optional) 
 

Mature 
 

cSMAC: TCR-pMHC 
pSMAC: LFA-1-ICAM-1 
dSMAC: CD45 
MCs: TCR and LFA-1 
 

cSMAC: gp120-CD4 
pSMAC LFA-1-ICAM-1 
dSMAC: ND 
MCs: ND 

Synapse duration Hours 20-30 minutes  
(planar bilayer system) 
10 min to several hours  
(cell-cell system) 
 

Signaling  
Initiation 

 

 
TCR MCs 
(sustained in MCs) 
 

 
gp120 MCs 
(sustained in cSMAC) 
 

Termination cSMAC ND 
 

Cytoskeleton:  
Actin 

 

 
Required for MCs formation 
but not for stability 
cSMAC depleted of actin 

 
Required for MCs formation 
and stability 
cSMAC depleted of actin 

MTOC polarization 
 

Yes No: within the target T cell 
Yes: within the infected cell 

Requirement for signaling Intact actin required f
signaling 

ND 

ND, not determined 

6. Conclusions  

HIV-1 utilizes common structural elements of the IS to form VS, but the assembled VS displays 
unique morphological features and dynamics. VS formation also induces partial T cell signaling events 
and cytoskeleton reorganization. Still, the current data about HIV-1 VS are very limited and more 
extensive studies are needed to further discern the roles of VS, not only in facilitating virus 
transmission, but also in inducing immunopathogenesis. Understanding the contributions of the HIV-1 
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VS in promoting viral spread and altering T cell immune functions will have a significant clinical 
impact. Ultimately this knowledge will be valuable for identifying novel preventive and therapeutic 
strategies for controlling HIV-1 infection and disease. 
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